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At Equinix, digital leaders are bringing together all the right 
places, partners and possibilities to create the foundational 
infrastructure they need to succeed. The Iberian Peninsula 
is fast becoming an essential hub on the global connectivity 
map. This is due to its physical location between Africa, 
Mediterranean Europe and Northern Europe, and its strong 
cultural connection to Latin America.

Spain represents a large domestic market with more than 46 
million consumers and a world-class infrastructure. Barcelona 
is the second-largest city in Spain and a renowned hub for 
innovation and technical expertise. 

Our Barcelona (BA1) International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) 
data center is a business hub for 95+ companies, enabling 
businesses to build a digital edge alongside the largest 
industry ecosystems on Platform Equinix®. BA1 is in the main 
technology district, providing direct connectivity to the 
Equinix Internet Exchange™ as well as the CATNIX regional 
internet exhange. BA1 has more than 40 carriers providing 
network connectivity services. Customers include a dense 
mix of top global networks, cloud service providers, digital 
content companies and social media platforms.

Equinix can accommodate deployments from single cabinets 
to large, multi-megawatt installations. We also offer flexible 
configurations and power densities with resilient power 
supplies to ensure guaranteed uptime.

Barcelona metro facilities
The Equinix BA1 data center consists of one building with 
16,000+ square feet (1,475+ square meters) of colocation 
space. Powered by 100% renewable energy, this premium 
facility offers scalable technical space and fully redundant 
power supplies that deliver leading operational resiliency and 
world-class security.

Metro Data Sheet

Barcelona Metro
World-renowned hub for innovation and technical expertise, BA1 is 
the only carrier-neutral facility in Barcelona
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Equinix IBX data center interior (representative photo)

Why Equinix
 § Interconnect with the largest industry ecosystems

 §Optimize communications and exchange data with 
enterprises, content providers, and cloud, network and 
internet service providers

 § Address internet peering needs with direct connectivity to 
Equinix Internet Exchange and CATNIX

 § Leverage Performance Hub® to enable next-generation 
wide area network (WAN) architecture for secure and 
highly reliable connectivity to network, cloud and IT service 
providers

 §On-demand and direct access to cloud, network,  
storage, compute and application service providers  
via Equinix Fabric™

 § Interconnect with top content and digital media (CDM) 
companies to reduce latency and help improve user 
experience

 § Certified to meet rigorous environmental and energy 
management standards

 § Global data centers—220+ data centers, 60+ major markets, 
$27B+ capital invested in capacity/new markets, global 
availability 99.9999%+

Reasons to believe in us

Global data centers
220+ data centers, 63 major markets, $27B+ capital invested 
in capacity/new markets, global availability 99.9999%+.

Connected
1,800+ networks, 386,000+ interconnections, less than 10ms 
latency to 90% of the population of North America, Western 
Europe, top markets in Asia-Pacific and Brazil.

Partners, customers and prospects
Blue-chip customer base of 10,000+ global businesses across 
26 countries, on 5 continents representing network, digital 
media, financial services, cloud and IT and enterprise leaders.
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